
The Kaltenbronn is a high moor area surrounded by protected forests in the 
northern part of the Black Forest. A rustic boarded footpath leads all the way to 
the Wildsee, a mythical lake in the heart of the woods. The Kaltenbronn also 
comprises several cross- country ski tracks, a ski slope and a sledge run for the 
winter season. The information centre Kaltenbronn is open year-round and offers 
an interactive way of getting to know more about the Northern Black Forest area. 
The so-called Troll Path, which begins just behind the game reserve, is a paper 
chase-stylechase-style path especially entertaining for children and young people. Another 
adventurous path called “Auerhahnsteig” goes round the ski slope – a great 
highlight for the whole family. www.bad-wildbad.de/kaltenbronn
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Touristik Bad Wildbad GmbH
Touristik Bad Wildbad GmbH
König-Karl-Straße 5
75323 Bad Wildbad
Tel. 07081 10280
touristik@bad-wildbad.de
Opening hours:
April - September: Mon - Fri 9 am - 5 pm, Sat, Sun and public holidays 10 am - 3 pmApril - September: Mon - Fri 9 am - 5 pm, Sat, Sun and public holidays 10 am - 3 pm
October - March: Mon - Fri 9 am - 5 pm, Sat, Sun and public holidays 10 am - 12 pm

Accommodations in Bad Wildbad
Regardless of whether it is a hotel, guesthouse, holiday rental or caravan site 
– Bad Wildbad’s hosts are determined to make your stay a spectacular expe-
rience. You can find our various package deals here:  
www.bad-wildbad.de/pauschalangebote

Information center Kaltenbronn
The information centre Kaltenbronn is located in a former hunting and resting 
lodge that has been especially reconstructed for this purpose. Here, visitors are 
informed about the natural reserve and its peculiarities as well as the special 
need for protection of this area. Through interactive exhibitions, the uniqueness 
and beauty of the Black Forest can be explored by the information centre 
visitors. There are also exhibitions with special themes, presentations and 
seminars. www.infozentrum-kaltenbronn.de

Bad Wildbad’s Surroundings
The Fautsburg Castle Trail connects the mountainous villages Aichelberg, Hüner-
berg and Meistern. www.bad-wildbad.de/fautsburg. Surrounding the lumber-
jack’s town Sprollenhaus, the 7.6km long circular trail “Sprollenhäuser Hut” 
gives curious and historical information about the village. www.bad-wild-
bad.de/sprollenhaeuser-hut. There are many things to see in the blueberry’s 
town Enzklösterle: the premium hiking path “Heidelbeerweg”, the climbing park, 
Adventure Golf Park, game reserve, Blueberries House and the picturesque Black 
Forest. www.enzkloesterle.de. Just next to the Biking Path “Enztalradweg” you 
can find the romantic town Höfen. www.hoefen-enz.de
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Auerhahnsteig, an adventurous circular path for families

Grillplatz Sommerberg

Auchhalder Kopfhütte

      Green Lodge Circular Track (“Grünhütten-Runde”) - 11km, approx. 3h
Hike to the legendary Green Lodge on a Circular Track, passing by Five Trees 
and the Lehen Bridge. Sommerberg – Emmaweg – Fünf Bäume – Kohlweg – 
Lehenbrücklehütte – Drescherweg – Grünhütte – Alter Grünhüttenweg – Fünf 
Bäume – Auchhalderkopf-Fußweg – Heermannsweg – Sommerberg

                The Instant Circular Path (“Augenblick-Runde”)- Length: 4.5km, 
approx. 75min. Enjoy unique moments in the natural park Black Forest on its 
most spectacular panorama paths, starting from the panorama terrace on top 
of the Sommerberg mountain. Sommerberg – Emmaweg – Fünf Bäume – 
Heermannsweg – Auchhalderkopf-Fußweg – Heermannshütte – Sommerberg

        Fairy-tale Path “Heart Of Stone” - Length: 3.2km, approx. 60min.
Beautiful trail for the whole family with information points about the Black Beautiful trail for the whole family with information points about the Black 
Forest fairy-tale Heart Of Stone (“Das kalte Herz”). Sommerberg – Emmaweg 
– Baumwipfelpfad – Hängebrücke (“Suspension Bridge WILDLINE “) – Grill-
platz Sommerberg (“Barbecue Place Sommerberg“) – Waldhütte – Skihütte   

Hiking Trails at Sommerberg
        Small Sommerberg Circular Path (“Kleine Sommerberg Runde”) 
Length:2.5km, approx. 40min. A short discovery of the Sommerberg for hikers short on 
time. Sommerberg – Emmaweg – Skihütte  – Saustallhütte – Waldspielplatz  – Baum-
wipfelpfadturm – Sommerberg

      Five Trees Circuit (“Fünf Bäume – Runde”) - Length: 3.5km, approx. 1h
Hiking path passing by the Five Trees crossroad with beautiful views of Bad Wildbad 
and the Enztal Valley. Sommerberg – Emmaweg – Baumwipfelpfadturm – Fünf Bäume 
Hütte – Heermannsweg – Auchhalderkopf-Fussweg – Auchhalderkopfhütte – Heer-
mannshütte – Sommerberg

         Soldier’s Fountain Path (“Soldatenbrunnenweg”) -  7.5km, approx. 2h
A path with the Soldier’s Fountain Lodge as a destination. The lodge is in close proxi-
mity to the fountain that quenched the thirst of the soldiers fighting against the French. 
Sommerberg – Emmaweg – Saustallhütte – Steinweg – Soldatenbrunnenhütte 
– Notstandsweg – Saustallhütte – Baumwipfelpfadturm – Sommerberg
   
         Lehen Bridge Lodge (“Lehenbrücklehütte”)  - 7.5km, approx. 2.5h
Over the Lehen Bridge that leads to the former defence work of the “Alexander-
schanze”, passing the Soldier’s Fountain on the way back. 
Soldatenbrunnen – Schirmhütte – Alexanderschanze – Lehenbrücklehütte – Kohlweg – 
Fünf Bäume – Heermannsweg – Sommerberg www.bad-wildbad.de
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In the Tourist Information we provide a diversity of information, regional 
products, tickets for public transportation and events as well as vouchers. We 
are happy to help you out with any questions and booking requests for package 
deals you may have. Further information:

Further information:

Arrival:

Circular Paths at Kaltenbronn

Touristik Bad Wildbad GmbH
König-Karl-Straße 5
75323 Bad Wildbad 
Tel. 07081 10280
touristik@bad-wildbad.de
www.bad-wildbad.de
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Wellness and Health
1. The Palais Thermal – a sensual bathing temple with unique retro-style com-
munity baths and an elegant sauna and wellness zone that comprises the oriental 
sauna, the royal relaxation suites and the Moorish Hall.  www.palais-thermal.de
2. The Vital Therme is a small oasis in the heart of Bad Wildbad, inviting its 
guests to sojourn, relax and get some physical activation. For decades, the healing 
powers of the thermal waters in Bad Wildbad were used due to the water's reju-
venating and revitalizing effects. www.bad-wildbad.de/vital-therme

Parking area
for hikers

Wildlife Rest Area

Fairy-tale Path
The Fairy-tale Path is located at the Sommerberg mountain just next to the 
tower of the Treetop Walk. Its gravelled 3.2km trail can be accessed by wheel-
chairs as well as suitable prams. The duration of the circular route is 1h. Leading 
away from the gravelled main track there are three smaller pathways which, 
however, are not suitable for prams or wheelchairs. Nine of the ten stops during 
the walk are audio installations which tell the story titled Heart Of Stone (“Das 
kalte Herz”) by Wilhelm Hauff about the boy Peter Munk, fighting for his own 
happiness.happiness. Three figures accompany him: the Little Glass Man, the Good Forest 
Ghost and the Dutch Michel – a colossal, broad-shouldered man who wants to 
steal Peter’s heart. There’s also additional information about a variety of topics. 
www.bad-wildbad.de/maerchenweg

Homeland and Timber Rafting Museum
For those in search of the past, in this museum, you can discover the old tradition 
of Timber Rafting in the town of Calmbach, where this old tradition left an 
important imprint. Detailed models, astonishing visual documents and 
true-to-life figurines allow you to dive deep into the cultural heritage of the Black 
Forest. The main focus of the museum is the history of Timber Rafting in the Enz 
River Valley. www.bad-wildbad.de/floessermuseum

Gastronomy at the Sommerberg
At the Sommerberg mountain you can not only go for excellent walks, hikes or 
bike rides – it also gives you the chance to relax having delicious food and 
drinks. Quaint lodges offer regional cuisine dishes, waiting for you to come and 
enjoy them.
Sommerberghotel: www.sommerberg-hotel.de
Hotel Restaurant Auerhahn: www.auerhahn-badwildbad.de
Grünhütte: www.gruenhuette.de
Skihütte:Skihütte: www.skihütte-badwildbad.de

Treetop Walk Baumwipfelpfad
The Black Forest Treetop Walk opens up so far unknown perspectives of this 
region rich in species and beautiful landscapes. Its 1.2 km long path culminates 
in a 20m high spiral tower that offers a spectacular 360-degree view of the 
forest – all year long! However, the mere path leading to the tower is already 
an adventure with its many climbing, balancing or educative exercises. The 
path ends with a giant tunnel slide, offering great fun – and not just for 
children!  www.baumwipfelpfade.de/schwarzwald

For more than 100 years, the Sommerbergbahn, a funicular mountain railway, 
has transported Bad Wildbad’s visitors from the city centre to the plateau of the 
Sommerberg mountain. 300 metres above the city, visitors can discover the 
city’s main attractions: the Treetop Walk (“Baumwipfelpfad”), the WILDLINE, a 
suspension bridge crossing one of the Black Forest’s many valleys, and an 
adventurous forest playground (“Abenteuerwald”) 
www.bad-wildbad.de/sommerbergbahn

Sommerbergbahn

Ascending paths to the Sommerberg 
      Walter-Speer-Path - Length: 6km, approx. 120min., easy.
A scenic path alongside the slope. Many rewarding viewpoints looking onto 
the Mittelberg mountain and the Gütersbachtal valley. One of the most beau-
tiful paths in the Enztal valley.
      Sommersteige - Length: 4km, approx. 90min., average.
Ascending zig zag trail through the dense and shady fir forest with beautiful 
viewpoints. Its impressive atmosphere can also be enjoyed in the autumn and 
winter time.
      Walter-Schmauder-Steig - Length: 3.5km, approx. 90min., difficult.
The alpine path is definitely challenging for hikers, leading through the steep 
pine forests of Bad Wildbad. 
            Zig Zag Trail (starting point: Vital Therme) - Length: 2km, approx. 60min., 
average. This is the classic hiking path of Bad Wildbad, winding its way 
through the forest just next to the funicular railway Sommerbergbahn. You can 
frequently enjoy the splendid view down to the city’s centre. 
      Sommersteige (starting point: Vital Therme)- Length: 2.5km, approx. 
80min., average. This path offers you a change of perspective – high above 
the city you can appreciate the scenic views of the town and its surroundings.
            Way Back Kurpark Marienruhe - Length: 2km, 30min., easy.
This is a very relaxed way back leading through the Spa Gardens of Bad 
Wildbad. The Enz River shows its most beautiful side here and you can dip 
your feet in a Kneipp basin on the way, refreshing yourself after a lengthy 
hike.

Adventure Playground Abenteuerwald 
Located just next to the tower of the Treetop Walk, the adventure playground is 
an activity for the whole family. More than 20 different installations for all age 
groups are integrated in the forest on an 8,000sqm area. Please bear in mind the 
seasonal opening hours. www.abenteuerwald-sommerberg.de/sommerberg

The Barbecue area on the Sommerberg offers three barbecue spots; two of them 
are for free. The fee-based one includes a weather protection cabin with space 
for up to 40 people, a lockable storage place, a broad tripod barbecue, permis-
sion for using the access driving path and bathroom facilities. Firewood is to be 
provided by the users. Bookings and further information can be obtained at Touri-
stik Bad Wildbad, König-Karl-Straße 5, 75323 Bad Wildbad, Tel. 07081 10280, 
E-Mail: touristik@bad-wildbad.de   www.bad-wildbad.de/grillplatzsommerberg

Bike Park and Cycling
In addition to the many hiking paths in the Black Forest, you can also discover its 
special landscapes by bike. The valleys of the Enz River and the mountains 
around Bad Wildbad present a wide variety of terrain for getting in touch with 
nature. For less physically-demanding routes, the valley or plateau of Bad 
Wildbad offer a more moderate athletic challenge.  Some serious sportive 
adventure can be found on the numerous downhill biking paths of the Bike Park. 
E-bikes can be lent in the city’s centre. www.bad-wildbad.de/radfahren

Forest Bathing - Waldbadezimmer
Forest Bathing does not require being physically active in the forest – a slow walk 
is enough to feel completely at ease. The forest is a health centre and a source of 
happiness and inspiration. It awakens our enthusiasm and fascination. The area of 
Bad Wildbad has a 90% share of forest area and thus gives the city the unique 
position of being the most forest-rich place in the Black Forest. The high afforesta-
tion of conifers supplies an extraordinary level of terpene and oxygen in the 
dust-free air of Bad Wildbad. In the Waldbadezimmer (“Forest Bathroom“), next to 
thethe Fairy-tale Path and close to the barbecue area, you can have a first-hand expe-
rience of these positive and soothing effects. www.bad-wildbad.de/waldbaden

Barbecue area Sommerberg

Forest bathing

Hiking trails
Small Sommerberg Circular Path
Five Trees Circuit
Soldier’s Fountain Path
Lehen Bridge Lodge
Green Lodge Circular Track
TThe Instant Circular Path
Fairy-tale Path 
“Heart Of  Stone”

Suspension Bridge WILDLINE
For those loving a good adrenaline kick, the 60m high and 360m long suspension 
bridge WILDLINE is the perfect adventurous activity in Bad Wildbad. It offers 
deep views down to the valley it crosses and all the way over to the city and is 
directly connected to the Fairy-tale Path. Its unique construction, being the only 
suspension bridge in Europe with an upwards-curved arcuate form, is only an 
additional reason why the WILDLINE is a real must-see on a trip to Bad Wildbad. 
www.wildline.de
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Spa Gardens | Forum König-Karls-Bad
The Royal Spa Garden facilities in Bad Wildbad are amongst the most beautiful 
and natural in Germany. The Garden offers a great diversity of biking paths, tennis 
courts, nature and (Nordic) walking paths to its visitors. For those who seek child-
ren-friendly activities, the adventure playground Räuberburg as well as the 
barefoot path or the mud playing park would be excellent choices. Additionally, 
you can discover sights like the Swan’s Lake, the English Church, the Moorish 
Pavilion or the Royal Health Theatre with its numerous cultural events. 
www.bad-wildbad.de/kurpark
The Forum König-Karls-Bad, located right next to the entry of the Spa Gardens, 
is a special place for concerts, conferences and events. It is also home to a cinema 
(“Kiwi Kino”) and a reading room. The entrance hall, the dome hall and the 
internal staircase with its paintings and colourful glass windows offer a very 
classy atmosphere to their spectators. The rooms on the first and the ground floor 
can be rented for events and celebrations.www.bad-wildbad.de/forum

Shopping and Entertainment
Far away from the hectic atmosphere of big cities, you can enjoy the wide 
variety of retail shops and service providers in Bad Wildbad’s pedestrian area. A 
diversity of restaurants provide regional specialities for you to indulge in. 
Several cafés invite you to enjoy the famous “Schwarzwälder Kirschtorte“ just 
before the perfect rounding-up experience of Bad Wildbad’s beauty and 
wellness services. www.bad-wildbad.de/stadtleben/einkaufsstadt

Tourist attractions
Palais Thermal
Vital Therme
Spa Gardens
Funicular Railway 
Treetop Walk
AAdventure Playground
Supsension bridge WILDLINE
Bike Park
Forest Bathing
Barbecue place
Kaltenbronn
Information centre Kaltenbronn
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Ascending paths
Walter-Speer-Path
Sommersteige
Walter-Schmauder-Steig
Zig-Zag-Path
Sommersteige (start: Vital Therme)
WWay Back Kurpark Marienruhe
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